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of an audience identified in the publisher's blurb: the historians of science.
For Briggs could have bolstered and amended his argument by referring to
well-known work in that field-to Charles Webster on the millenarian
impulse in Baconian science or M. M. Slaughter on the Baconian legacy
of philosophical grammar. Briggs makes repeated reference to Bacon's
interest in alchemy but cites little of the scholarship on the subject. To
use a favorite Baconian adjective, I pronounce his scholarship on rhetoric
and nature "deficient." But I hasten to say that he writes something other
than scholarship and writes it well.
Briggs has written what seems to me a series of essays on rhetoric
and nature as Bacon might have seen them. When he is at his best, in the
long chapter on "The Timaeic Tradition in the Sixteenth Century," he does
not discuss Bacon's thought so much as he re-creates it, using a wealth of
primary sources. Like Bacon, he loves to tease out the implications of a
biblical verse, a classical myth, a Ciceronian maxim. Like Bacon, he can
coin a term and turn a phrase and suggest much in little space. Like Bacon,
though, he is weak in the transitions that hold such insights together.
Briggs wants to show that Bacon's rhetoric of nature represents a
hypertrophy of earlier tradition, occasioned partly by millenarian zeal,
partly by a duplicitous, even Machiavellian personality. He wants to
reveal a more devious rhetoric than other Baconians have found. But his
argument is strangely foreshortened.
When he has finished expounding the "Solomonic" and "Timaeic"
heritage, Briggs has provided Baconian readings of both, exploring the
myths and images into which Bacon looked for hidden meaning. The
rest is exposition, first of Bacon's dicta on nature and rhetoric, then of four
classical and modern texts on rhetoric and dialectic, finally of Bacon's
rhetorical strategies in the Essays and in the bribery trial that ended his
public life. The central chapter on Baconian rhetoric is anticlimactic,
because Bacon's position has been stated implicitly, and unconvincing,
because the "Timaeic tradition'' here discussed is so broad that it eludes
definition.
Thomas Willard
University of Arizona

Torquato Tasso, Rinaldo: Ediz ione critica basata sulfa seconda edizione def
I570 con le varianti def/a princeps (I562), ed. Michael Sherberg, Classici
italiani minori 16, Longo Editore, 1990, 332 pp.
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Torquato Tasso's first published work, the Rinaldo (1562), follows
previous Italian Renaissance epics that narrate the exploits of legendary
Carolingian knights. Like Matteo Boiardo's Orlando Innamorato and
Ludovico Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, Rinaldo develops themes of love,
magic, chivalric adventure, and combat between Christians and Saracens.
Tasso scholars have traditionally seen the Rinaldo as an imperfect, youthful
experiment, interesting primarily as a preface to Tasso's mature works
such as the Discorsi dell'arte poetica (1567-70) and the Gerusalemme Liberata
(1581). Sherberg's critical edition of the Rinaldo may not alter this evaluation, but it does provide for the first time a reliable text of the poem.
Michael Sherberg bases his approach on an earlier study by Cesare
Bozzetti (Studi Tassiani n [1961]: 5-44), who points out how "conjecture"
and "tradition'' have caused modern editions of the Rinaldo to accumulate
unjustifiable variations from the princeps edition. Sherberg departs from
Bozzetti, however, in stressing the value of the second edition, that of
1570, as the most authoritative text. As Sherberg systematically explains
in his "Nota al testo" (37-53), this second edition of the poem culminates
an eight-year process of correction, revision, and improvement of the
text by the poet. While Tasso remedied many of the mechanical and
typographical errors of the first edition, he also attempted to solve
numerous stylistic problems. These changes do not alter the broad lines of
plot or structure, but they do substantially affect the stylistic patina of the
p_oem (42). In choosing the 1570 edition as his base text, then, Sherberg sets
aside the initial experiments and mistakes of the young Tasso and offers
us the revised version the poet himself apparently preferred. Sherberg
standardizes capitalization, abbreviations, and contractions of articles
and prepositions, modernizes punctuation, and corrects obvious printing
errors. At the same time he preserves variations of usage and spelling
typical of the language in Tasso's time and carefully documents his few
conjectural solutions to textual problems. Sherberg's work is a careful and
responsible attempt to reconstruct a definitive edition of the poem. Tasso
scholars will doubtless welcome it as the most useful edition of the Rinaldo
to date.
Sherberg's "Introduzione" (9-53) also deserves mention as a contribution to Tasso studies. Using as coordinates the Renaissance themes of
unity, verisimilitude, beauty, and pleasure versus utility, he situates the
Rinaldo in relation to Ariosto's Orlando and to Tasso's later masterpiece,
the Gerusalemme. He also explores cultural, economic, and moral circumstances of the poem's genesis and publication. The Rinaldo, according to
Sherberg, represents Tasso's first attempt to bridge the gaps between the
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increasingly rigid poetic theories of his time, his own economic necessity,
and his audience's taste in poetry. If perhaps a youthful experiment,
Sherberg argues convincingly that the poem is by no means awkward or
poorly conceived.
The appearance of a reliable critical edition may not lift the Rinaldo
to the same status as Tasso's more famous works . Yet, Sherberg has
opened the way for studies that will offer a better understanding of the
poem and its place among Italian Renaissance epics.
Robert M. Johnston
Northern Arizona University

Dorothea Kehler and Susan Baker, In Another Country: Feminist Perspectives
on Renaissance Drama, Scarecrow Press, 1991, vi, 345 pp., biblio., index,
$37.5o.

In the last few years, feminists have paid much attention to English
Renaissance drama, particularly to that written by Shakespeare. In
Another Country: Feminist Perspectives on R enaissance Drama both adds to
this body of work and serves as a guide to it. The fourteen essays in the
collection are largely jargon-free and readable. The endnotes frequently
offer detailed and lucid explanations of previous feminist books and
essays. Also, a brief but helpful "Bibliography for Feminists" forms the
last chapter.
Approximately half of the book is devoted to plays by Shakespeare.
Jeanie Grant Moore provides a fresh analysis of the much-discussed
image of the mirror in Richard IL while at the same time asking us to
reconsider the importance of the character of C21ieen Isabel. "Through
her tears, the queen perceives the substance of what she feels; for her,
'looking awry' is the correct or 'right' way to look, and the centric view
or traditionally 'right' way is wrong" (25). Grant's essay does not merely
assert this but shows how decentering actually exists in the language
and action of the play. Thomas Moisan's somewhat psychoanalytic essay
on Romeo and Juliet raises more questions than it convincingly answers,
but the questions he raises are crucial. Are Romeo and Juliet really
"innocents ... making it especially difficult . .. to find in them
... depth, not to mention Aristotelian 'flaws?'" (118). Moisan doubts this
view but does not quite demonstrate the depth of character that some
might wish.

